It seems incredible to think that it is now 14 years since the turn of the millennium and the announcement of a ‘rough draft’ of the human genome. Alongside developments in molecular biology and diagnostic techniques, this provided the promise of an exponential increase in the amount of information that physicians could call upon in their decision making, and made the idea that individual patients could have their therapy ‘tailored’ to provide the best chance of an optimal outcome a real possibility. Indeed, as we enter 2014, the traditional ‘one size fits all’ approach to drug administration is being increasingly replaced by a much more specific and tailored approach, termed ‘personalized healthcare’ (PHC) [1, 2].

Several compelling reasons make it clear why we now need to think about healthcare in terms of an individualized approach. For example, it has become increasingly apparent that there is substantial inter-individual variability in the absorption, metabolism and excretion of drugs which impact both efficacy and safety. Adverse drug reactions account for approximately 100,000 deaths, 2 million hospitalizations, and have an associated cost of US$100 billion every year in the USA alone [3–5]: PHC may allow us to reduce this burden through appropriate adjustment of drug therapy in those patients identified as at risk of such events. Similarly, there is an increasing appreciation of how heterogeneous a disease once considered a single entity may be. The classification of breast cancer, for example, has undergone continual refinement as the role of factors such as estrogen receptor, human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2), and Ki67 status has become understood [6], with corresponding implications for the selection of appropriate treatment. Our evolving understanding of disease has also gone some way to explaining the observation that our medicines often fail to display the same efficacy in real-world clinical settings as that seen in randomized trials [7].

A cornerstone of PHC is the development of reliable diagnostic assays, capable of identifying pharmacogenetic traits that stratify patients into groups proven to experience different outcomes if treated with the same drug. Appropriate integration of such testing can enable the stratification of disease status, selection of the correct medication, and/or the tailoring of drug dosages to that patient’s specific needs. Indeed, pharmacogenetic testing to inform drug selection and dosing is now routine in many settings and has been particularly successful in oncology: of 158 US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs containing pharmacogenomic information, about one-third of these are used in oncology [8]. A breast cancer biopsy that tests positive for expression of the growth factor receptor HER2 has been a requirement for treatment with trastuzumab (marketed as Herceptin®) ever since the FDA approved the drug in 1998 [9]. Another prominent example is the routine use of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) expression and KRAS mutation testing in colorectal cancer patient biopsies prior to the use of the anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody therapies cetuximab and panitumumab [10, 11].

Partly in response to the high failure rate of new drug candidates and the escalating research and development costs experienced by the pharmaceutical industry, the development of a ‘companion’ diagnostic test alongside clinical development of targeted therapies is now considered essential. It is hoped that clearly identifying the subgroup of patients with the greatest likelihood of benefitting from treatment as early as possible in product development will speed up development and maximize the chances of clinical success. Indeed, this approach proved highly successful during the development of vemurafenib (Zelboraf®) for metastatic melanoma. The BRAFV600 mutation is present in around 50% of melanomas [12], and vemurafenib only works in those patients with this mutation. The early development of a companion diagnostic test for the BRAFV600 mutation was therefore essential to identify eligible patients for inclusion in clinical trials. More recently, we’ve seen these benefits apply to non-small cell lung cancer, with crizotinib (Xalkori®) and the anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) re-arrangement [13]. As we move forward, it is likely that the results from diagnostic assays will increasingly determine the appropriate choice and dose of drug...
in an individual patient. This will mean that the tests performed in clinical laboratories assume an even greater significance within the healthcare system.

Recognizing the critical role of the clinical laboratory in supporting the continuing evolution of PHC, this special issue of the eJIFCC is dedicated to discussing progress in the field, highlighting some of the challenges and success stories, as well as speculating on some future applications of the concept. Within this edition’s content are articles highlighting that routine diagnostic testing to inform drug selection/duration dosing is not limited to oncology. The achievements and challenges of implementing pharmacogenetic testing are highlighted with some recent data. In cardiovascular disease, for example, the use of N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP)-guided therapy management has been associated with improved outcomes and quality of life in heart failure patients [14], and platelet function-guided therapy now forms part of clinical guidelines for percutaneous coronary intervention [15]. Also discussed in several articles in this issue are examples of the many areas of great unmet need in which molecular testing holds huge promise. For example, assays capable of identifying subjects at high risk of progression to Alzheimer’s disease—a group who in particular may be eligible for early treatment, when the chances of delaying disease progression may be greatest—are of significant interest, particularly given our aging population [16]. Advances in our understanding of the molecular basis of asthma may, at least in part, explain the heterogeneity in response to medication seen. For patients with this disease—in whom exacerbations can still be life threatening—laboratory testing also has the potential to allow tailoring of treatment based on individual characteristics, and to improve overall treatment success [17]. Alongside the promising advances in PHC described in this issue, there has been, and will continue to be, a corresponding increase in the role of clinical biochemistry laboratories in supporting evidence-based clinical decision making. This issue also provides an overview of the EuroMedLab satellite symposium that provides an important forum for education and discussion of all the issues that are raised through the increasing use of PHC.

It is clear that the growing number of game-changing targeted therapies in development will require ever more innovative diagnostic tools to guide their use. It is envisaged that clinical laboratories will, therefore, play an increasingly pivotal role in the future, with clinical scientists uniquely placed to ensure that the opportunities afforded by personalized medicine can be maximized, thus supporting improved patient outcomes.
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